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Further evidence supporting the validity of both a multidimensional profile
and an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness
Charles A. Burdsal* and Paul D. Harrison
Department of Psychology, Wichita State University, Wichita, KS, USA
The purpose of this research is to provide additional empirical evidence supporting the use of
both a multidimensional profile and an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness as valid
indicators of student perceptions of effective classroom instruction. A factor analytic teaching
evaluation instrument was used that also included open-ended comments on four questions.
Numerical scores from 208 classes were matched with the average valence of the open-ended
comments. It was found that the average valences were highly positively correlated with the
numerical factor scores that make up the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness
and with the second-order factor that serves as an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness.
The implications of these results for the usefulness of student evaluations are discussed.
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Introduction
Prior research has debated the merits of using an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness
versus a multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness for summative purposes (i.e. personnel decisions). Abrami and his colleagues (Abrami 1985, 1989; Abrami and d’Apollonia 1999;
d’Apollonia and Abrami 1997) feel a single overall assessment of teaching should be employed
by averaging responses to several global items. They further argue that there is a practical advantage to this approach because summative decisions are almost always unidimensional. Frey
(1973, 1974, 1978) argues strongly that only individual teaching dimensions should be considered, and he excluded global rating items from his Endeavor instrument. Marsh and his colleagues
have chosen a middle ground between the positions of Abrami and Frey, recommending the use
of both individual teaching dimensions and global ratings (Marsh 1987, 1989, 1991a; Marsh and
Dunkin 1992). Consistent with the position taken by Marsh and his colleagues, Ryan and
Harrison (1995) recommended that three types of student rating information be used in making
personnel decisions: (1) individual teaching dimension ratings, (2) overall evaluations made by
students, and (3) a composite weighted average overall evaluation.
The question that naturally arises is whether or not the students’ real perceptions concerning
the teaching performance are accurately reflected by the measures in the student evaluation
instrument being used. The objective of this research is to provide empirical evidence as to the
efficacy of using a multidimensional profile and an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness
as valid indicators of student perceptions of teaching effectiveness. We will accomplish this
objective by providing empirical evidence which shows that the valence of the open-ended
comments on a reliable factor-analytic student evaluation of teaching effectiveness instrument
(SETE) received by individual faculty members is highly correlated with both the individual
teaching dimensions on the SETE (the first-order factors) and the overall evaluation provided by
the SETE.
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Open-ended comments
Braskamp et al. (1980) looked at whether the summary judgments of teaching performance and
course quality based on student written comments and group interviews are convergent with the
overall evaluations on a student evaluation instrument. The Pearson product moment correlations
between all pairs of average course and instructor ratings was 0.86, indicating a high degree of
similarity between these three different measures of overall quality.
Ory and Braskamp (1981) investigated faculty perceptions of three different types of student
evaluation information: objective questionnaire items, open-ended student comments, and group
interviews. In general, faculty regarded the information to be more credible, useful and accurate
for their own self-improvement than for promotion purposes. They regarded student written
comments as less credible than student responses to objective questions when the purpose was
promotion, but rated written comments as more credible when the purpose was self-improvement.
Furthermore, faculty desired more than one type of evaluative information regardless of the
purpose of evaluation.
Overall vs. multidimensional evaluations
A major issue frequently debated in teacher evaluation research and practice deals with the
relative merits of using an overall evaluation versus a multidimensional profile of teaching
effectiveness. For personnel decisions, there is considerable debate as to whether a single score
is more useful and appropriate than a profile of scores reflecting multiple dimensions (see Abrami
1989; Abrami and d’Apollonia 1991; Cashin and Downey 1992; Marsh 1987, 1989, 1991a;
Marsh and Hocevar 1991).
Abrami and his colleagues (Abrami 1985, 1989; Abrami and d’Apollonia 1990) favour the
use of several global items to evaluate teaching for personnel decisions. They have argued against
the use of separate factor scores for personnel decisions. First, they are not convinced that any of
the carefully developed, well-validated rating forms represent the teaching dimensions invariantly. They failed to find evidence of the replicability of teaching factors across rating forms
(Abrami and d’Apollonia 1990). Second, they are concerned about the content validity of specific
items and some of the dimensions they compromise when ratings are used across a wide variety
of courses, instructors, students and settings. Third, Abrami and his colleagues feel that Cohen’s
(1981) review of multi-section validity studies suggests that many rating dimensions have lower
correlations with student learning than with overall course and overall instructor ratings. Fourth,
less is known about the generalisability of specific factors than overall ratings. Finally, researchers have concerns about the ability of administrators or non-experts to properly weigh the information provided by factor scores in arriving at a single decision on the quality of good teaching
(Franklin and Theall 1989).
Conversely, Frey (1973, 1974, 1978) argues strongly that only individual teaching dimensions should be considered, and he excluded global rating items from his Endeavor instrument.
His subsequent research on two higher-order dimensions (Frey and Flay 1978) led him to
conclude ‘that personnel decisions should not be made on a single global evaluation measure’
(Frey and Flay 1978, 25). Frey’s main arguments were that: (a) global items are too much influenced by variables that are not associated with effective teaching, (b) global ratings are unduly
influenced by student evaluation of teaching effectiveness (SETE) components that
are minimally related to student achievement, and (c) it is better to focus on components that are
maximally related to a particular criterion than to rely on global items (Marsh 1991b).
Marsh and his colleagues (Marsh 1987, 1989, 1991a; Marsh and Hocevar 1991; Marsh and
Dunkin 1992; Marsh and Roche 1997, 1999) have argued that teaching is multidimensional and
that the individual teaching dimensions should be considered in evaluating teaching effectiveness.
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They have chosen a middle ground between the positions postulated above, recommending the
use of both specific dimensions and global ratings in personnel decisions. They believe that the
overall rating should be a weighted average of the individual factors, with the weights being determined by logical and empirical analysis (Marsh 1991b, 1994; Marsh and Hocevar 1991; Marsh
and Roche 1992, 1997). These weights could be constructed on the basis of empirical research
findings or ratings of the relative importance of specific components by the department head, a
promotions committee, or the instructor (Marsh 1991b). Marsh further notes that the use of
weighted averages is ‘a compromise that seems consistent with recommendations by Abrami,
Frey and myself’ (Marsh 1991b, 419).
Weighted average overall evaluations
Feldman’s (1988) review of prior research shows that the correlation between students’ specific
evaluations of teachers on individual instructional dimensions and overall evaluations of teachers
reflects the relative importance of various specific instructional characteristics in discriminating
among students’ global assessment of teachers. Feldman indicates that:
The teacher’s preparation and organization, clarity and understandableness, and sensitivity to, and
concern with, class level and progress are of especial importance in all three ways. That is, students
and faculty view them as highly important when asked about the components of good teaching, and
they are of high importance in discriminating among the global ratings received by teachers from
their students. (1988, 316)

However, this analysis does not provide a direct measure of the relative importance of different
factors in arriving at an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness.
Marsh and Roche (1993) evaluated the effectiveness of students’ evaluations of teaching
effectiveness (SETEs) as a means for enhancing university teaching. The teacher being evaluated
weighted the individual dimensions in Marsh’s SEEQ with regard to relative importance. Consistent with their expectation, the weighted average overall evaluation improved when there was
individually structured intervention targeted at specific dimensions of the ASEEQ (Australia
version).
Ryan and Harrison (1995) provide experimental evidence of how students implicitly weight
various teaching factors in arriving at an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness. A policycapturing experiment was conducted in which students in three different instructional contexts
(accounting, education and geology) made overall evaluations of hypothetical instructors based
on an orthogonal manipulation of the teaching factors in Marsh’s SEEQ (Marsh 1982, 1983). The
teaching factors in the SEEQ are (1) Learning, (2) Enthusiasm, (3) Organisation, (4) Group Interaction, (5) Individual Rapport, (6) Breadth of Coverage, (7) Examination Fairness, (8) Assignments, and (9) Course Difficulty. The results indicated: (1) Amount Learned was consistently the
most important factor affecting overall evaluations; (2) Course Difficulty was consistently the
least important factor affecting overall evaluations; and (3) there was a strong similarity among
the three groups in the relative importance of the various teaching factors in arriving at an overall
evaluation.
In the same experimental study, Harrison et al. (1996) asked these three groups of students
how important each of the teaching factors in Marsh’s SEEQ should be in making an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness. These explicit weights were then correlated with the implicit
weights reported in Ryan and Harrison (1995) and it was determined that these three groups of
students: (1) relied upon a common implicit theory, (2) had a reasonably high level of consensus,
and (3) demonstrated self-insight when making their overall evaluations of the hypothetical
instructors. These two studies collectively indicate that there is a direct link between how students
made overall evaluations of hypothetical instructors and their opinions on how important
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individual teaching factors should be when making an overall evaluation. This demonstrated link
would become important if a weighted average overall evaluation based on student-derived
weights were to be used.
Harrison et al. (2004) compared the relative usefulness of different types of overall evaluations of teaching effectiveness in a classroom setting. Using a norm-based factor analytic instrument (Student Perceptions of Teaching Effectiveness, SPTE), Harrison et al. (2004) compared
the merits of five different types of overall evaluations: (1) a student-derived weighted average
overall evaluation, (2) a faculty-derived weighted average overall evaluation, (3) an unweighted
average overall evaluation, (4) an overall evaluation made by students, and (5) the second-order
factor on the SPTE which proxies for an overall evaluation, the Perceived Quality Index (PQI).
Their results indicated that: (1) all of these overall evaluations of teaching effectiveness
were highly intercorrelated (beyond 0.81), and (2) the second-order factor (PQI) that serves
as an overall evaluation on the SPTE was the most highly correlated with the other overall
evaluations of teaching effectiveness and had the further advantage of being most understandable by the faculty. The results further indicated that: (1) the four first-order factors that load
on the PQI were also highly correlated with the overall evaluation made by the students, and
(2) the two first-order factors which do not load on the PQI, but instead load on the secondorder factor Course Demands had very low correlations with the overall evaluation made by the
students.
The purpose of this research is to provide further evidence that both a multidimensional
profile and an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness are valid indicators of student perceptions of teaching effectiveness. We will accomplish this by comparing the valence of the student
open-ended comments on a factor-analytic student evaluation of teaching effectiveness instrument with both the first-order factors of teaching effectiveness (the multidimensional profile),
and the overall evaluation (the second-order factor that serves as an overall evaluation on this
particular SETE) of teaching effectiveness.
Method
Student evaluation instrument
The Student Perceptions of Teaching Effectiveness (SPTE) is a norm-based instrument. Using
factor-analytic statistical techniques, six first-order factors and two second-order factors
have been identified. Four of the six first-order factors are: Course Organisation and Design,
Rapport with Students, Grading Quality and Course Value. These four first-order factors
comprise the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness for the instructor. They load on
the second-order factor Perceived Quality Index (PQI), which is used as an overall evaluation
with this particular instrument (see the literature review above). The other two first-order factors
are Course Difficulty and Workload, and these two factors load on the second-order factor
Perceived Course Demands. With a database of more than 8000 classes, these factors have been
found to be both reliable and stable (Burdsal and Bardo 1986; Jackson et al. 1999).
Summative and formative information is returned to the instructor after the semester is over.
The front page contains normed results for each of the eight factor scales discussed above. The
top box contains the instructor’s scores on the Perceived Quality Index (PQI), as well as the
scores on the four first-order factors that make up the PQI: Course Organisation and Design,
Rapport with Students, Grading Quality and Course Value. The lower box includes the instructor’s scores on the second-order factor Perceived Course Demands, and the two first-order factor
scores that make up this scale, Course Difficulty and Workload. The PQI and Perceived Course
Demands are virtually orthogonal (r = 0.04). Two numbers are given for each scale, a SCALE
score (the SCALE score is adjusted to have a mean of 5.5 and a standard deviation of 2), and the
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PERCENTILE. Additional information consisting of item scores, both raw and standardised, is
found on the back. All scores are corrected for a priori motivation and class size (Marsh 1982;
Marsh and Roche 1997).
In addition, the students filled out a SPTE comment sheet. The four questions that students
are free to respond to are: (1) What could the instructor do to improve the course? (2) What did
you like about the course/and or instructor? (3) Please comment on the effectiveness of computeraided instruction. (4) Add any additional comments.
Sample
At the beginning of the data collection, 1086 classes requested the SPTE to be administered. From
the list of the requests, every other instructor was selected to participate. If the instructor had
requested the SPTE for more than one class, one class was randomly selected. This resulted in an
initial sample of 250 classes. Of these classes, 25 chose to not participate, and 13 were excluded
because of minor problems (i.e. cancellation of the evaluation, member of the research group,
etc). This left us with a sample size of 212 classes.
The Associate Director of the Social Science Research Lab (which administers the SPTE)
copied all of the comments and returned the originals to the individual faculty members. She then
read all of the comments, eliminating anything (e.g. darkening out the instructor’s name) that
might identify the faculty member. The comment sheets were then numbered and packaged in
class-identifying packets. There were a total of 3274 comment sheets.
Demographic information concerning the student sample was collected from the SPTE forms.
The average class composition was 45.9% male and 54.1 % female. Of the students in the classes
12.7 % were freshmen, 16.2 % sophomores, 23.1 % juniors, 25.8% seniors and 22.3% were
graduate students.
Data collection and initial analysis
As the responses students gave to each item on the open-ended questionnaire often contained
more than one thought, an initial review of all the questionnaires was done to divide the answers
into individual thoughts. The comments were divided if there was more than one complete
thought. The comments were then typed into an Excel spreadsheet.
After this procedure was completed for all of the classes, team members reviewed comments
they had not entered. The total number of unitised comments (across all classes) was 14,312.
Rating comment valences
The next step was to rate the favourableness–unfavourableness of the comments. After examining
a sample of the comments, a five-point classification scheme was developed with 1 being the
most negative, 3 being neutral and 5 being the most positive.
Twelve raters were then divided into two teams, A and B. One person from team A was
matched with a person from Team B. Each pair rated the same class’s (in their own classidentifying packets) comments for valence. Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen 1960) was computed to
establish the inter-rater reliability between the two raters. Cohen’s Kappa for the valences was
computed to be 0.823, which is quite acceptable for this type of research (Cohen 1960).
A list was generated for disagreements on the assigned valences. All differences were put in
a separate Excel file. Three teams of three each were assigned one-third of the list. The teams
discussed the differences, and these differences were resolved by consensus. One Excel file was
then created with the final valences for all the comments.
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Results
The average valence (favourableness, unfavourableness) scores were expected to vary by question on the SPTE comment sheet. The first question asked: ‘What could the instructor do to
improve the course?’ The second question asked: ‘What did you like about the course/and or the
instructor?’ By the very nature of these two questions, we expected more unfavourable comments
on the first question and more favourable comments on the second question. The third question
was: ‘Please comment on the effectiveness of computer-aided instruction.’ The fourth question
was: ‘Add any additional comments.’ We expected the average valence to be more in the midrange on these two questions, due to their more neutral phrasing.
Table 1 gives the distribution of responses: (1) across the five possible valences, (2) across all
four questions, and (3) across the five possible valences for each question As Table 1 indicates,
the majority of the comments were positive, with 60% of the comments in the positive range, 34%
of the comments in the negative range, and 6% neutral. The mean valence was 3.4, with a standard
deviation of 0.377. The mean valence for each class ranged from 2.33 to 4.17. As predicted, a
majority of the comments for question one were in the negative range (78%), and a majority of
the comments were in the positive range (94%) for question 2; 58% of the comments were in the
positive range for question 3, and 51% of the comments were in the positive range for question 4.
In analysing the relationship between the open-ended comment valences and the SPTE factor
scales, we first computed a mean valence for the comments by question for each section, and an
overall mean valence for all the comments for a section. We then correlated the mean valence for
each question with each of the six first-order factors and the two second-order factors on the
SPTE. We also computed the correlation between the mean overall valence for each section and
each of the six first-order factors and the two second-order factors on the SPTE. Four classes had
too few students for scale scores to be calculated, resulting in 208 classes for which we had
complete data.
Table 2 gives the correlations described above. First, the mean valence per section for
questions 1, 2 and 4 (see Table 1 for the questions) have high positive correlations with the four
first-order factors that serve as the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness with this
particular SETE instrument. These correlations are all at 0.508 or higher. Second, the mean
valences per section for each of these three questions are all highly positively correlated with the
second-order factor that serves as an overall evaluation with this particular instrument, the
Perceived Quality Index (PQI) (0.603 or higher). Third, the overall mean valence per section is
Table 1.

Frequency of valences by question number.
Question number

Valence

(1) What could (2) What do you
the instructor do like about the
course/
to improve the
instructor?
course?

(3) Please
comment on the
effectiveness of
computer-aided
instruction.

(4) Add any
additional
comments

1 (neg/neg)
2 (negative)
3 (neutral)
4 (positive)
5 (pos/pos)

37 (.3%)
3,331 (23.3%)
121 (.8%)
695 (4.9%)
158 (1.1%)

23 (.2%)
223 (1.6%)
69 (.5%)
4,934 (34.5%)
370 (2.6%)

11 (.1%)
490 (3.4%)
511 (3.6%)
1,250 (8.7%
158 (1.1%)

67 (.5%)
681 (4.8%)
202 (1.4%)
726 (5.1%)
255 (1.8%)

Total

4,342 (30.3%)

5,619 (39.3%)

2,420 (16.9%)

1,931 (13.5%)

Total
138 (1.0%)
4,725 (33.0%)
903 (6.3%)
7,605 (53.1%
941 (6.6%
14,312 (100%)
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Mean valences (n = 196–208).1

Scale
Rapport
Course value
Course design
Grading quality
Perceived quality Index
Difficulty
Workload
Course demands

(1) What
(2) What do
could the
instructor do you like about
the course/
to improve
instructor?
the course?
0.574
0.609
0.545
0.581
0.603
−0.283
−0.268
−0.293

0.548
0.572
0.599
0.508
0.603
0.008
−0.223
−0.058

(3) Please
(4) Add
comment on the
any
Overall
effectiveness of
without
computer-aided additional
comments. Overall Item 3
instruction
0.225
0.277
0.252
0.324
0.286
−0.078
−0.080
−0.078

0.634
0.638
0.599
0.634
0.664
−0.169
−0.221
−0.194

0.736
0.768
0.737
0.738
0.790
−0.205
−0.276
−0.234

0.750
0.778
0.740
0.721
0.792
−0.210
−0.295
−0.244

Note: 1There is a slight variation in n depending on the question and section. For some sections there were no comments
for one or more of the questions.

highly positively correlated with both the four first-order factors that serve as the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness (0.736 or higher) and with the PQI (0.790).
Several additional points are noteworthy. First, the mean valence per section for question 3
has much lower correlations with both the four first-order factors and the second-order factor (the
PQI) when compared with the three other open-ended questions. Second, the overall mean
valence per section for each of the four open-ended questions has, for the most part, relatively low
negative correlations with the two other first-order factors (Course Difficulty and Workload) and
the second-order factor on which they load (Course Demands). Third, when question 3 is omitted
from the analysis, the overall mean valence per section has higher positive correlations with three
of the four first-order factors that make up the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness
(the exception being Grading Quality) and with the overall evaluation (PQI). This is to be
expected considering the relatively low positive correlations question 3 has with these scales.
(See Table 2 for both the overall correlations without item 3 and the correlations of item 3 with
the SPTE scales.)
Discussion and conclusions
The objective of this research was to provide empirical evidence as to the efficacy of using a
multidimensional profile and an overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness as reliable indicators
of student perceptions of teaching effectiveness. Using the Student Perceptions of Teaching
Effectiveness (SPTE) factor-analytic student evaluation of teaching effectiveness (SETE) instrument, we found that the mean valence per section for three of the four open-ended questions had
a strong positive correlation both with the four first-order factors that serve as a multidimensional
profile of teaching effectiveness, and with the second-order factor (the PQI) that serves as an
overall evaluation with this SETE instrument. We also found that the overall mean valence per
section of the written comments had a strong positive correlation with both the multidimensional
profile of teaching effectiveness and the overall evaluation used with this SETE. These results
collectively indicate that the higher the average valence on the open-ended questions in a given
section, the higher the student ratings tended to be on both the multidimensional profile (the four
first-order factors) and the second-order factor that serves as an overall evaluation of teaching
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effectiveness (the PQI). There were also mildly negative correlations between the average
valence per section of the open-ended questions and the two other first-order factors, Difficulty
and Workload, and the second-order factor they load on, Course Demands. This relationship also
existed with the overall mean valence per section and the two first-order factors, Difficulty and
Workload, and the second-order factor, Course Demands. This result indicates that the more positive the average valence of the open-ended comments are in a section, the less difficult and
demanding a class is perceived to be. These effects, however, were small accounting for at most
8.6% to less than 1% of the variance. These results held when we computed the mean valence for
the comments by question and overall mean valence for each section.
Question 3 on the SPTE comment sheet was ‘Please comment on the effectiveness of
computer-aided instruction.’ The correlations of the mean valence per section on this question
with both the four first-order factors that serve as a multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness and the second-order factor that serves as an overall evaluation with this particular SETE
was much lower than that of the other three open-ended questions. These results seem to imply
that the comments on this question are related to the use of computer technology, and that the
students appear to view this separately from classroom teaching performance. Further research is
needed to investigate why this is the case. For the vast majority of classes at this university, the
use of computer technology is mainly related to using Blackboard to post grades in a timely
manner, and to make class handouts, outlines, etc. available to students online. As the use of
computer technology is incorporated more thoroughly into the curriculum (i.e. PowerPoint
presentations, internet-based research, etc.) the correlation of the valence of this open-ended
question with the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness and with the overall evaluation may very well increase.
Future research is needed to determine whether these results generalise to other reliable
factor-analytic student evaluation of teaching effectiveness instruments. Specifically, if another
factor-analytic instrument has a second-order factor that proxies for an overall evaluation as the
PQI does on the SPTE, it would be worthwhile to know if this second-order factor (and the firstorder factors that load on it) are highly correlated with student attitudes (via the student
comments) concerning the effectiveness of the university instruction. Alternatively, if a student
evaluation instrument has the students make an overall evaluation, the future research could
investigate the relationship between this type of overall evaluation and student attitudes to
instruction. The work of Harrison et al. (2004) would suggest that there would be a strong
association. The correlation between the PQI and the overall evaluation made by the students in
their research was 0.903.
We believe that SETE instruments measure students’ attitudes to teaching effectiveness, not
necessarily teaching effectiveness per se. That being said, we believe the results of this study
provide evidence of concurrent validity for this particular SETE. That is, using the SPTE, we have
provided additional empirical evidence that the multidimensional profile of teaching effectiveness and the overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness used here are valid measures of student
perceptions of teaching effectiveness in the classroom.
A reliable and valid measure of a particular group’s perceptions regarding effective teaching is not the same thing as having a valid measure of effective teaching. Given the wide variety of courses taught in a university, we are not aware of any definition of teaching that is
acceptable and valid across all disciplines in a university setting. However, we also know that
at this particular university students will not sign up for courses taught by instructors with the
worst multidimensional profiles of teaching effectiveness and with the lowest overall evaluations (the PQI) unless they are somehow forced into these classes (i.e. required class for a
major, and nobody else teaches it). For this reason, we join others who recommend that a
teaching portfolio be developed for university professors (Seldin 1991). This portfolio should
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have many indicators of their teaching performance. Student evaluations should be just one
component of this portfolio.
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